
Math 7: Week of April 27th
Lesson 8: Similar and Congruent Figures
Targets:  

#1 Geometrical terminology (vocabulary)
#2 Recognize congruent and similar figures. 
#3 Find the scale factor of similar figures.

Directions:
● Go through the slides (notes) and work through the examples on a separate 

piece of paper.
● Complete the practice problems on a separate piece of paper.
● Check your answers with the key given at the end of the lesson.
● Check Google Classroom for the schedule of online help sessions.

Day 1: Vocabulary Day 3: Practice Odds Only
Day 2: Examples Day 4: Practice Evens Only

Answers: Last Slide

Basic Geometry Terms

Basic Geometry Terms Basic Geometry Terms

Vocabulary/Symbols
Similar Figures: Two figures that 
have the exact same shape, but 
not necessarily the exact same 
size.

Symbol for Similar: 

Corresponding Parts: 
The angles and sides 
in similar or congruent 
figures that match.

Vocabulary/Symbols

Congruent: Equal in measure. Symbol:  

Congruent 
Figures: 



Vocabulary/Symbols

Scale Factor: The ratio of corresponding sides in two 
similar figures. 1. Corresponding angles are congruent.

2. The measures of corresponding sides 
are proportional.

Two Shapes are Similar if:

ΔDOT is similar to ΔSUN.

Find the scale factor 
from ΔDOT to ΔSUN.

1. Write a ratio of corresponding sides. 
(It doesn’t matter which set you choose.)

2. Simplify the ratio.

The scale factor from ΔDOT to ΔSUN is         or  3 : 5.

Example 1

Determine whether rectangle CARS is similar to rectangle 
BIKE. If so, find the scale factor.

1. All corresponding angles are congruent.

2. Find the ratio of corresponding heights.

3. Find the ratio of corresponding lengths.

The corresponding angles are congruent and the corresponding 
sides have equal ratios so CARS ~ BIKE. 

The scale factor is      or  2 : 3.

Example 2

Consider the two squares above. Are the two squares 
similar? Explain.

1. Each angle is 90º, all corresponding angles are equal.

2. The ratio of any two corresponding sides is:

Yes, the squares are similar.  Scale factor of 1 : 1.

Example 3

Is Rectangle A similar to Rectangle B?

1. All corresponding angles are equal (90º).

2. Find ratio of long sides.

3. Find ratio of short sides.

                 Rectangle A is NOT similar to Rectangle B.

Example 4a

Ratios not equal so sides 
are not proportional.



Is Rectangle A similar to 
Rectangle C?

1. All corresponding angles are equal (90º).

2. Find ratio of long sides.

3. Find ratio of short sides:

                     Yes, Rectangle A is similar to Rectangle C.

Example 4b

Ratios are equal so sides 
are proportional.

Find the corresponding sides and corresponding angles to the 
ones given for the pair of similar figures. 

           corresponds to SU            ∠P ≅ ∠S
           corresponds to UN                 ∠A ≅ ∠U
           corresponds to NY                ∠R ≅ ∠N
           corresponds to YS            ∠K ≅ ∠Y

Example 5
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Practice Problems: Worksheet
Lesson 8 ~ Similar and Congruent Figures

Check your work!

Worksheet 
Answers

Provided Here!

If you’re stuck, 
ASK! Help sessions are 

provided each week. Check 
Google Classroom for dates 

and times.




